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Figure 1: Total Eligible Gold in Comex Warehouses (Troy Ounces) 

I don’t know how many of you remember last year news concerning JP Morgan and their troubled 
situation with their Gold deposit. Around May last year the news was that JP Morgan vault was 
empty and that had to borrow Gold from third parties in order to proceed and delivery it for those 
who wanted the physical against their future contracts. The news was in May, but looking at the 
chart above and the following ones, it is clear that the bank was forced to constant and huge 
deliveries for the physical even weeks and months before. What exactly does it say about Gold? 
That there is a huge request for the physical despite all the reports claiming a bear market for the 
yellow metal.   

Remember, Gold at that point was valued at a 6 months average (November 2012 to April 2013, 
just before the May event and biggest drop in price of the metal)  at 1,580 usd circa and still 
demand was huge. Can you guess today with Gold at 1,238 usd how strong the demand is (the 
chart on Figure 6 will try to anser this question)? 
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Figure 2: Gold (Bloomberg ticker: GC) monthly chart with highlighted the worst drawdown 

The JPM vault - the largest private gold vault in the world - is located at 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, 
and is literally adjacent to the vault of the New York Fed 80 feet, and 5 sublevels, below street 
level. It is known that for a long time the vault held around 2.5 million ounces of eligible 
(commercial) gold, a number which declined only gradually until end of 2011. What many may not 
know, is that while registered Comex gold has been flat, the amount of eligible gold in Comex 
warehouses in the past several weeks has plunged from nearly 9 million ounces, to just 6.1 million 
ounces as April 2013 - the lowest since mid-2009. 

 
Figure 3: CME April 26th report showing movement in the CME deposits 
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What nobody knows, is why virtually the entire move in warehoused eligible gold is driven 
exclusively by one firm: JPMorgan, whose eligible gold has collapse from just under 2 
million ounces as of the end of 2012 to a nearly record low 402,374 ounces as of April 2013, a 
drop of 20% in one day, though slightly higher compared to the recent record low hit on April 5 
when JPM warehoused commercial gold touched a post-vault reopening low of just over 4 tons, or 
142,700 ounces. This happened just days ahead of the biggest ever one-day gold slam down in 
history. 

 
Figure 4: JP Morgan Eligible Gold (Troy Ounces) 

 

The following table shows how still in August 2013 JP Morgan’s eligible gold was just little above 
the lowest level registered during the previous April one and brings evidence to the fact that the 
bank was borrowing the yellow metal from other institutions, Scotia bank in this case. 

 
Figure 5: CME August 23rd showing movements of eligible gold among banks. 
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We can then make some assumptions based on the facts above: 

1. Demand for physical gold never declined, actually between 2012 and 2013 there has been 
an incontrollable spike in physical delivery requests that JP Morgan was not able to control. 
 

2. During the same period of time JP Morgan decided not to buy gold in the open market in 
order to fullfil their obligations, letting its gold deposit go even negative. With hindsight 
another safe assumption is that someone at JP Morgan was correctly forecasting that a 
strong downward movement in the price of the metal was just around the corner, 
suggesting the executives to wait and buy it at a better prices. 
 

3. Since then we (those who took the bother of looking at this matter) have been witnessing a 
divergency between reports released by investment banks and the actual physical gold 
behaviour. Most of the reports in fact have been declaring a new bear market in gold, while 
behind the (media) scenes the opposite was actually happening. 
 

To bring some confirmation about point 1. in particular, at the following chart you can see Comex 
gold stocks (= read quantity of gold requested, not gold listed companies)  that are eligible for 
delivery versus open interest has risen to a historic extreme of 112:1. This means that the gold 
owners will demand higher prices to put their gold up for delivery and is bullish for gold prices. 

 
Figure 6: Gold: price, open Interest, eligible amount, and open Interest/eligible amount 
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What can be derived that could be put in our investment strategy so far, even without going any 
further?  

That the current gold price range between 1170 and 1280 usd can be safely labelled as a  
good accumulation range, and that to me it will be very surprisingly if such low will be broken.  

In addition to all the above we can safely assume that we will be witnessing the return of an 
upward trend in the price of gold only when the banks’ deposits will show significant increase in the 
amount of eligible gold held, which to date it is not yet happening. 

 

Now let’s move on and try to give additional information which can be used to predict future gold 
price movements. 

Investing in gold has two main goals: protection against inflation, and protection against possible 
implosion of the financial system. 

We can debate that concerning a possible implosion of the financial system, either politicians and 
central bankers did a good job in making us to believe we avoided it for good, or it has been just 
postponed, while for what concerns inflation there is no question that sooner or later we will 
be dealing with it. It is just math, and math does not lie. 

 

However what I have been wrong on gold is that before getting to the upcoming (hyper) inflation 
new era there would have been an intermediate period of low inflation and anemic growth in most 
of the western countries due to real problems in the real economies: that therefore did not 
immediately translate into outright inflation. 

The question is then, am I still right in forecasting at least a double top in Gold in the near future? 

In the next charts you will see how gold prices are quite correlated to the Fed’s balance sheet 
expansion, and surprisingly since when that correlation has been temporarily put off. Similarly 
there has been a correlation between the US Debt (being possible thanks to the Fed?) and Gold 
prices too. 
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Figure 7: Correlation between Fed Balance Sheet and Gold price 

 

For the “stable and long lasting” relationship between central bank balance sheets and gold to 
recouple, Gold would need to be back to around $1800 an ounce as of late 2013. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Correlation between US Debt and Gold price 
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Figure 9: Monthly chart showing historical inflation level in the US 

 

The above chart shows the historical inflation level in the US up to 2010. It does not contain very recent 

data but very little has changed since 2010 apart from a massive QE injected in the financial system. What it 

is interesting to note though is to see when in the last few years there  have been spikes in inflation, and 

namely there were in: 1990, 1998, 2002, 2007. 

To which events those years have a connection to? 

Each of those years are subsequent to a financial crisis and namely the 1987, 1998, 2001 and we have yet 

to see the consequences to the 2009 one. 

Let me remind you that each and every market top from 1990 to today has been achieved mainly (but not 

solely) by a prolonged environment of low interest rates. The deviation to the normal set of actions to exit 

from a financial crisis happened only in 2009, when together to the usual lowering of interest rates the Fed 

had to also directly inject liquidity just to achieve the same result as before. 

Is it therefore safe to assume that a period of higher inflation is just in front of us? The answer is yes, and 

it is also a very conservative answer. 

Below you can find a final chart which shows the historical movements of the Dow Jones index / Gold ratio. 
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Figure 10: Historical chart of the Dow/Gold ratio 

 

The first interesting information you can derive from the chart (source: solarcycles.net) is the effective 

intrusion that the creation of the Fed has generated since its creation in 1913.  

On a pure technical analysis point of view the formation that resulted since 1913 is called an “opening 

wedge” or a “fan” and it would imply that the instrument which is inside such formation should touch on 

both sides of the wedge’s extremes. Indeed is what some are waiting. However please note that the chart 

is up to 2009 and therefore it does not show the latest price actions. Most probably the current level of the 

ratio should be in near the upper side of the wedge. 

That forecast makes perfect sense with the inflation expectation that we can derived from the current 

situation and the chart on Figure 6. 

However I tend to make a more conservative forecast for the chart on Figure 10 and you can see it in the 

black box I added. It is a safer bet to expect the ratio to come back where it has been most of the 20
th

 

century rather than shoot for the extremes, but let us not forget that it is quite a wide box.  

The higher side of the box still implies around 1,000 points for the SP500 or 10,000 points for the Dow, with 

no movements for Gold. Such level of the ratio will be more probably achieved via a combination of both 

effects, meaning a decrease of the Dow and an increase of Gold price at the same time. 
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Let’s sum up the facts from all the above: 

1. JP Morgan starts entering into the Comex deposit and start selling most of its gold in January 2011 

up to most of 2012.  

 

2. From late 2012 to April 2013 JP Morgan does not have any more gold and needs to borrow it from 

third parties in order to fulfill its requirements to delivery physical gold against futures contracts. 

 

3. In April 2013 Gold has its worst drawdown in more than ten years: it is safe to call it a sort of “flash 

crash” for the breadth of the range achieved in so little time. 

 

 

 

 

What are the safe conclusions to this? 

1. Sooner or later the positive correlation between Gold and Fed Balance Sheet will resume; 

2. Expect news of sudden shortage of gold in Comex deposits which will make price spikes violently; 

3. (Current) Shortage of gold will be covered until it won’t be possible anymore; 

4. Such cover up will be lifted in possible moment of crisis, when gold will be sought after the most; 

5. Keep an eye on the news concerning JP Morgan and Gold; 

6. Keep an eye on movements of banks’ gold deposits; 

7. 2013 Fed Balance Sheet would translate into a 1,800 usd. Gold price target; 

8. With QEs still in place, Fed Balance Sheet and therefore Gold price target should be both revised 

up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With this study I am in no way saying explicitly or implicitly that JP Morgan did any wrongdoing with 

their gold deposit nor I am assuming that gold price is or has been manipulated (by someone or some 

institution), of which I do not believe even to be possible. My intention is only to show how professional 

investors are behaving with their gold strategy and how their behavior can be read it to predict possible 

future prices.  
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Useful Links: 
 
European Central Bank:                                     www.ecb.int 
Bank for International Settlements:                 www.bis.org 
International Monetary Fund:                          www.imf.org 
Federal Reserve:                             www.federalreserve.gov 
US CFTC                                                           www.cftc.gov 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise 
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information  purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any 
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors 
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making 
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The 
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.  
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading 
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For 
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent 
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.  


